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MESSAGE FROM
THE DIRECTOR

“You need someone to say, “Think again. You don't quite have it yet.” You also need someone to tell you, “Yes, that's it. That's it exactly”

Dear Students

Success nothing less is the philosophy we are kindled with, which rejuvenates us to script new success stories every year we are well-known for. It is a way of life and a guiding principle for us that strengthen our own belief to mount new heights. This is a well-tested formula that has brought magical results for us over the years. This reflected in our work culture everyday - from the way we mentor our students to the success history we have been scripting for the last two and a half decades.

There is a theory, which suggests that at young age the brain is, in essence, transformed from an insatiable information-gathering machine into a sleek, cogitation machine of enormous power. Your ideas become complex, your reasoning grows elegant and powerful, and your imagination soars to new heights. This is why the institute you choose to train yourself is so important. You need to know what hard thinking feels like. You need challenges. You need someone to say, “Think again. You don't quite have it yet.” You also need someone to tell you, “Yes, that's it. That's it exactly.”

We emphasize on individual efforts, which in fact, paves the way that leads to success. Here we insist on the basics, but what we mean by basics is distinctive. Our curriculum is built on updated and ever changing world of competitive examinations. Our curriculum provides students a charge to appear in competitive exams, with confidence. In the end, what we want from most of you is that you should grow. We not only teach you to ask good questions but also to identify interesting problems to solve. We help you learn how to analyze and imagine solutions to subject problems. And when you are finished with that, we help you to objectively evaluate your results, and mirror it for you to see yourself, how far you need to go and how much more hard-work you need to do.
DBMCI is a specially evolved cohesive force of leading educationists, having vast experience in teaching thousands of aspirants of PG Entrance examinations since 1996. DBMCI is the first centre in the entire India to start classes for PG Entrance Exam (PGEE).

The experience, expertise and in depth understanding of examination trends in the past so many years have been thoroughly blended with the demands of today's students to create DBMCI, a first of its kind modern methodology based institution for preparing serious and dedicated aspirants to take up the challenges of medical exams.

DBMCI, the pioneer in this field, have expanded its wings to every corner in India. The ideology of DBMCI is to provide the students with all possible inputs to make them realize their true potential and further enhance it to touch the highest levels of excellence.

The key factor of our organization lies in the full time dedication of our faculty in different streams, thoroughly upgraded know-how and techniques evolved by them in making even the most difficult concepts crystal clear. Answering the most difficult of problems in the most understandable form has been the constant effort of our full time faculty.

The vision of our organization lies in providing quality education in the easiest possible way, which can motivate the spirits of even an average student in developing the conviction that 'I CAN ALSO DO IT AND I WILL DO IT' Recognizing the facts, that the needs of aspirants are diverse, although they share a common goal of qualifying the PG entrance exams, we have planned a number of courses to meet their needs. The courses, as described, can be taken exclusively or in a suitable combination so as to best supplement your efforts in achieving the ultimate objective.
DBMCI, the pioneer of medical PG training has expanded its wings to every corner in India. The ideology of DBMCI is to provide the students with all possible inputs to make them realize their true potential and further enhance it to touch the highest levels of excellence.

- Regular Course
- Test & Discussion Course
- Foundation Course
- Pre - Foundation Course
- Fast Track Test & Discussion Course
- Online Test Series

- VIBE (Predict your AIIMS)
- VIBE (Predict your NEET)
- Champion Live Test Series
- Grand Computer Live Test
ANOTHER PERFECT SCORE BY PROUD DBMINDS

RANK - 1
DR. ASHRAF KESARANI
NEET PG - 2019
Regular Batch, Baroda

RANK - 1
DR. UMANG AROA
AIIMS NOV - 2018
T&D Batch, Delhi

RANK - 1
DR. NEHA CHOPRA
AIIMS MAY - 2018
T&D Batch, Delhi
ANOTHER PERFECT SCORE BY PROUD DBMINDS

RANK - 1

DR. MANISHA MOHANTY
DM Neurology
NIMHANS - 2019
Foundation Batch, Bhubaneswar

RANK - 1

DR. VOJJALA NIKHIL
M.Ch. Neurosurgery
NIMHANS - 2019
Regular Batch, Hyderabad

RANK - 1

DR. AMIYA RANJAN
JIPMER - 2018
Regular Batch, Bhubaneswar
DBMCI has a decorated panel of expert faculty with more than 23 years of experience for providing coaching for different PG subjects in medical studies. The experience, expertise and in-depth understanding of past trends in exams enable DBMCI faculty to help students succeed in competitive medical entrance examination. The faculty members believe in enriching a student with conceptual knowledge and answering queries in a way that is clearly understood by the students.
DBMCI is one of the most prestigious and established institutes in the medical coaching landscape of India. Owing to its significant contribution in making PG medical coaching accessible to students on a pan-India scale, the institute has received several awards and honours from time to time. Some of the prestigious awards received by DBMCI include.

**RENUOWNED INSTITUTE HONOURED WITH PRESTIGIOUS AWARDS & ACCOLADES**

**EXCELLENCE IN INDIAN EDUCATION AWARD 2016-17**

- India's Best PG Coaching Institute
- India's Best PG Test Series

**PROVEN TRACK RECORD OF SUCCESS**

- **93% SUCCESS RATE:**
  - Well-qualified faculty panel boasting of more than 93.78% success rate

- **30,328+ ENROLLMENTS**
  - across the nation in 2019 till now

- **78/100**
  - Top AIIMS rankers in 2018 were DBMCI students

- **82/100**
  - Top NEET/AIPG Rankers in 2018 were DBMCI students

- **17 NEET / AIPG RANK 1 HOLDERS:**
  - DBMCI students secured rank 1 in NEET PG 17 Times in the past 23 years

- **33 AIIMS RANK 1 HOLDERS:**
  - DBMCI students secured rank 1 in AIIMS 33 Times in the past 23 years

- **11,47,826+ STUDENTS**
  - trained till date
THE REGULAR BATCH
600 HOURS OF TEACHING

TEACHING APPROACH
NEET pattern is kept in mind while preparing our students so as to Prepare them for the Final Day
- All 19 Subjects Covered
- Emphasis on PG questions.
- Doubt Clearing Sessions.
- Regular Class Test with Class Rank
- All new questions on NEET pattern.

FACULTY
Classes by Excellent Faculty who are MD/MS Qualified Doctors having immense Practicing and Teaching Experience

STUDY MATERIAL
Updated and Revised PG Pattern study material covering syllabus as per the exam requirements.

DBMCI OFFICIAL APP
- Hand written topper’s Note.
- All latest E-books in your Pocket.
- Get latest Updates & News.
- Motivational Videos
- Exam Topper’s Interviews

ALL INDIA TEST RANKING
All India Test Ranking is given from amongst 35000 students

TEST (ONLINE & OFFLINE)
- Grand Test Series
- Subject wise Test Series

SMART E-BOOKS
Complete Study Material Easily Accessible Via- Laptop / Tablet / Smart Phone

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
- Visual Image Based Programm
- Special PG Exam Revision and Discussion Sessions
- Grand Computer LIVE Test

Duration: 7 to 8 Months
Weekend Batches
THE TEST & DISCUSSION BATCH

Duration: 6 To 7 Months
DAYS: Twice/Thrice a Week

COACHING TIME

TEACHING APPROACH
NEET pattern is kept in mind while preparing our students so as to Prepare them for the Final Day
- All 19 Subjects Covered
- 28 Subjects Wise Test
- Emphasis on PG questions.
- All Major Subjects have 2 Papers
- All new questions on NEET pattern.
- Result analysis done by latest exam pattern.

FACULTY
Classes by Excellent Faculty who are MD/MS Qualified Doctors having immense Practicing and Teaching Experience

STUDY MATERIAL
Updated and Revised PG Pattern study material covering syllabus as per the exam requirements.

DBMCI OFFICIAL APP
- Hand written topper’s Note.
- All latest E-books in your Pocket.
- Get latest Updates & News.
- Motivational Videos
- Exam Topper’s Interviews

ALL INDIA TEST RANKING
All India Test Ranking is given from amongst 35000 students

TEST (ONLINE & OFFLINE)
- Grand Test Series
- Subject wise Test Series

SMART E-BOOKS
Complete Study Material Easily Accessible Via- Laptop / Tablet / Smart Phone

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
- Visual Image Based Programm
- Special PG Exam Revision and Discussion Sessions
- Grand Computer LIVE Test
Duration: 2 To 3 Years
DAYS: Twice/Thrice a Week

**Batch Starting Month**
Jan/Feb/March/Apr every year
(*Starting Month may vary from centre to centre)

**Teaching Approach**
Batches specially designed for III & Final Year, in order to make the students prepare for their NEET Exam along with their Prof exams. The curriculum is totally based on clearing the basic concepts of each and every subject so that the students can outshine in their proffs and can side by side prepare for PG Medical Entrance examinations.

**Faculty**
Classes by Excellent Faculty who are MD/MS Qualified Doctors having immense Practicing and Teaching Experience

**Study Material**
Updated and Revised PG Pattern study material covering syllabus as per the exam requirements.

**All India Test Ranking**
All India Test Ranking is given from amongst 35000 students

**Test (Online & Offline)**
- Regular Class Test
- Question Bank for relevant subjects

**DBMCI Official App**
- Hand written topper’s Note.
- All latest E-books in your Pocket.
- Get latest Updates & News.
- Motivational Videos
- Exam Topper’s Interviews
THE PRE - FOUNDATION BATCH

400/1400 HOURS OF TEACHING

| BATCH STARTING MONTH |
Jan/Feb/March/Apr every year
(*Starting Month may vary from centre to centre)

| TEACHING APPROACH |
Comprehensive Theory blended with MCQ focussed Approach to prepare a student for his Proffs exam along with the NEET. We will make sure 'every topic in each subject' will be covered, so that the students can get in depth knowledge of each and every topic.

| FACULTY |
Classes by Excellent Faculty who are MD/MS Qualified Doctors having immense Practicing and Teaching Experience

| STUDY MATERIAL |
Updated and Revised PG Pattern study material covering syllabus as per the exam requirements.

| ALL INDIA TEST RANKING |
All India Test Ranking is given from amongst 35000 students

| TEST (ONLINE & OFFLINE) |
- Regular Class Test
- Question Bank for relevant subjects

| DBMCI OFFICIAL APP |
- Hand written topper’s Note.
- All latest E-books in your Pocket.
- Get latest Updates & News.
- Motivational Videos
- Exam Topper’s Interviews

Duration: 2 To 3 Years
DAYS: Twice/Thrice a Week

COACHING TIME
TEACHING APPROACH

NEET pattern is kept in mind while preparing our students for the Final Day. Full length discussion on each of the question in the test.
- All NEW QUESTIONS on NEET PATTERN.
- All 19 Subjects Covered.
- 35 Subject Wise Test.
- All Major Subjects will have 2 - 3 Papers.
- Result analysis done by latest exam pattern

FACULTY

Classes by Excellent Faculty who are MD/MS Qualified Doctors having immense Practicing and Teaching Experience

STUDY MATERIAL

Updated and Revised PG Pattern study material covering syllabus as per the exam requirements.

DBMCI OFFICIAL APP

- Hand written topper's Note.
- All latest E-books in your Pocket.
- Get latest Updates & News.
- Motivational Videos
- Exam Topper's Interviews

COACHING TIME

Duration: 4 Months
Classes: 2 to 4 days a week

ALL INDIA TEST RANKING

All India Test Ranking is given amongst 35000 students

TEST (ONLINE & OFFLINE)

- Grand Test Series
- Subject wise Test Series

SMART E-BOOKS

Complete Study Material Easily Accessible Via- Laptop / Tablet / Smart Phone

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

- Visual Image Based Programme
- Special PG Exam Revision and Discussion Sessions
- Grand Computer LIVE Test
India’s Most Famous

ONLINE TEST SERIES 2019

This time with a whole New Twist !!!

- Questions based on NEET, AIIMS, JIPMER, PGI and various state examination pattern.
- Image-based questions (Fully colored), based on recent NEET and AIIMS pattern.
- Our questions are a perfect amalgamation of previous year questions and new questions to provide the student with a real examination hall like experience on both online and offline examinations.
- All India Ranking will be provided on our website: www.dbmci.com; declared amongst students who appear in the tests pan-India.
- All students who enroll in both SWT and GT will be offered a free membership to DBMCI 2019 PREMIERE GROUP, where they will be able to ask their personal doubts to the faculty directly and free access to Online Video Discussion in addition to the written solution of GT and SWT.
- Answer key with full explanations of the entire paper will be given immediately after the Completion of each test.
- If you enroll in between, all the previous test papers and estimated ranks will be provided for the exams you have missed.
- Similar marking scheme based on the latest NBE/NEET pattern.
- You can check your progress with the time series line graph and compare it with the last year toppers.
GRAND TEST SERIES - 2019
- From Feb 2019 to Dec 2019 (Starting from 10th Feb 2019)
- Conducted on First Sunday of Every Month.
- 300 Multiple Choice Questions will be there in each of the Grand Test
- Each Test will be of 3 hours and 30 Minutes
- Test Schedule is given in Advance on DBMCI’s website, which states the Date of the test.
- Video discussion of each test will be available.
- All India Ranking will be declared amongst students who appear in the tests pan-India.

SUBJECT WISE TEST SERIES - 2019
- From April 2019 to Sep 2019. (Starting from 14th Apr 2019)
- Conducted on every Sunday of Every Month except First Sunday of the Month.
- 200 Multiple Choice Questions will be there in each of the subject wise Test
- Each Test will be of 2 hours.
- Test Schedule is given in Advance on DBMCI’s website, which states the Subject and Date of the test.
- Video discussion of each test will be available.
- All India Ranking will be declared amongst students who appear in the tests pan-India.

NEET MOCK - 2019
- These 5 Mocks will be available for practice of NEET Entrance Exam all the time.
- Thus these tests can be taken anytime.
- Number of Questions : 300 Multiple Choice Questions will be there in each of the Test
- Each test will be of 3.5 hours.
- All India Ranking will be declared amongst students who appear in the tests pan-India.

AIIMS MOCK - 2019
- These 5 Mocks will be available for practice of AIIMS Entrance Exam all the time.
- These tests can be taken anytime.
- 200 Multiple Choice Questions will be there in each of the Test
- Each test will be of 3 hours.
- All India Ranking will be declared amongst students who appear in the tests pan-India.

PGI MOCK - 2019
- These 5 Mocks will be available for practice of PGI Entrance Exam all the time.
- These tests can be taken anytime.
- Number of Questions : 250 Multiple Choice Questions will be there in each of the Test
- Each Test will be of 3 hours.
- All India Ranking will be declared amongst students who appear in the tests pan-India.

JIPMER MOCK - 2019
- These 5 Mocks will be available for practice of JIPMER Entrance Exam all the time.
- These tests can be taken anytime.
- 250 Multiple Choice Questions will be there in each of the Test
- Each test will be of 3 hours.
- All India Ranking will be declared amongst students who appear in the tests pan-India.

DNB MOCK - 2019
- These 5 Mocks will be available for practice of DNB Entrance Exam all the time.
- These tests can be taken anytime.
- 200 Multiple Choice Questions will be there in each of the Test
- Each test will be of 3 hours.
- All India Ranking will be declared amongst students who appear in the tests pan-India.

DBMCI QUESTION BANK
- It helps in providing a strategic preparation method to the students aspiring for the NEET.
- Questions divided among topics and sub topics , with subject wise tests with 2500-5000 questions
- Perfect amalgamation of clinical questions; image based questions and frequently repeated questions.
- Perfect for NEET Pg Preparation and Prof Exams, as well.
- With the instant evaluation of the performance, it is very helpful in understanding the competition & strategizing the performance accordingly
TRADITIONAL TEST MODULE
Grand Tests & Subject Wise Tests with their Video Discussions
Subscription period- 1 year

ESSENTIAL TEST MODULE
Grand Tests & Subject Wise Tests with their Video Discussions
5 - 5 Mocks of NEET + AIIMS + PGI + DNB + JIPMER
Mini Tests
Subscription period- 1 year

COMPLETE PG TEST MODULE
Grand Tests & Subject Wise Tests with their Video Discussions
5 - 5 Mocks of NEET + AIIMS + PGI + DNB + JIPMER
Mini Tests
Question Banks of All 19 Subjects
Subscription period - 1 year

QUESTION BANK SUBSCRIPTION
All 19 Subjects Subscriptions for 6 / 12 / 18 months
Topic Wise Test with more then 10,000 questions
Detailed explanation of each Question
**VISUAL IMAGE BASE EDUCATION (VIBE)**

**About VIBE**

A visual question treat which enable the students to learn more about the latest visual questions and patterns for NEET / JIPMER / AIIMS / PGI. It will enhance your ability to manage time and attempt image based question swiftly. DBMCI is only institute preparing for NEET PG. Session by premier faculties of DBMCI who have immense practicing and teaching experience. Faculties will be contributing for your benefit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predict most expected topics of NEET PG.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The program will make a strong part of subjects even more stronger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• It will be provide a better opportunity to students to focus on their weak side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• During Program almost all types of expected questions will be discussed to prepare for NEET.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Based Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Image based CLT test will be conducted, in with the same exam atmosphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Test will strengthen your image based Knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Exams are based on latest Exam pattern to give you enough confidence before you appear in a real exam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• All INDIA Ranking – You have exact idea where you stand in All India Ranking.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High quality colored booklets will be provided to the students.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Special emphasis on image based question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Most expected questions are based on NEET pattern.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HIGHLIGHTS

- A session to be held live at Delhi and all over India via Satellite.
- All subjects will be covered by our premium faculties.
- High quality colored booklets provided to the students.
- Predict most expected topics of NEET PG.
- The images will be provided with explanation on the app.
- Free image based test will be conducted, in with the same exam atmosphere.

Analyse your NEET PG Preparation with GCLT-

- Test what you have learned, in a Real Exam like Environment in a computer lab, with the same software used in the NEET PG exam.
- Challenge your examination Anxiety & compete with 30,000 students.
Champion live test series will be conducted only in computer labs to give a complete exam atmosphere to the students.

Best way to remove the anxiety and the exam fear a student generally faces while giving the exam on a computer.

Test will be conducted on weekdays in the evening. A fixed slot will be provided to the students.

11 Regular Computer Live Test + One Grand CLT
6 NEET Pattern + 1 PGI Pattern + 2 AIIMS Pattern + 1 JIPMER Pattern + 1 DNB Pattern + 1 Image Based Test

Test will be conducted across the Nation.

All India ranking will be given which will coincide with the actual NEET ranking.
GRAND - CLT (COMPUTER LIVE TEST)

- It will give the real feel of the exam by replicating the exact "NEETPG EXAM LIKE ENVIRONMENT" by arranging in the computer labs & using the similar software.
- Exam is based on the actual subject - mark distribution, & will give a clearer idea about the importance of subject accordingly.
- Marking will be based on the actual NEET Pattern, so that a student can analyse his/her weak & strong areas & know where he stands in the competition.

GCLT is the best bet to challenge your examination Anxiety & helps you in giving your best shot in NEET PG exam.

Why DBMCI Grand Computer Live Test (CLT)?

NEET PG EXAM ENVIRONMENT REPLICATED

BASED ON NEET PATTERN

It replicates the exam environment & gives vital experience & knowledge that will help you in performing with confidence in the Real NEET PG Exam.

STRICT NEGATIVE MARKING & MARK DISTRIBUTION - BASED ON NEET PG PATTERN,

The exam will be based on revised NBE pattern with Strict negative marking & subject/mark distribution in order to give you the exact analysis of your performance.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Analyse your performance section wise, along with it Compare it with the other aspirants as well; helping you in understanding your weak areas and then to strengthen them.

INCREASE YOUR CHANCE

Students who give DBMCI-GCLT tend to top various in various PG Medical Entrance Exams. The result of our GCLT series precisely echoed AIPG, AIIMS and PGI results.

Perfect example of Dr. Umang Arora Rank-1 AllIMS Nov 2018 was Grand CLT (2018)

ALL INDIA RANKING

You have an exact idea where you stand in All India Ranking by competing against 30000 pg aspirants.
WHY TO CHOOSE DBMCI SATELLITE?


Superior Technology being offered by DBMCI SATELLITE

1. **HD audio and HD video quality** as studio transmission are at high bandwidth rates of approx 1024kbps.
2. **Classes are held live** with more elaborate teaching facilities
3. **Two Way communications** as student will be able to chat with their respective faculties live in every class.
4. **Doubt Solving** - Class would have a doubt clearing session, this could be in the middle or at the end of class.
5. Provided with the **Membership of DBMCI Premiere Group** which is famous for connecting students with faculty where you can put the queries and interact.
6. **Visual Image based Session** conducted through the Satellite.
7. **Special portal** for students help line

---

**ANDHRA PRADESH**
- Ananthapur, Guntur, Kadapa, Kakinada, Kamineni, Kurnool, Nellore, Ongole, Elluru, Vizag, Kuppam

**UTTAR PRADESH**
- Aligarh, Azamgarh, Etawah, Gorakhpur, Jhansi, Kannaui, Saharanpur, Subharti (Meerut), Muzaffarnagar, Varanasi

**KERALA**
- Manjeri, Calicut, Perintalmanna (Malappuram), Kochi, Anjarakandy, Trivandrum, Thrissur, Kollam, Ernakulam, Kottayam, Kolenchery

**MAHARASHTRA**
- Akola, Ambejogai, Amravati, Nashik, Ghoti (SMDI), Karad, Kolhapur, Dhule, Loni, Nanded, Ahmednagar, Navi mumbai (Nerul), Aurangabad
DBMCI SATELLITE CENTRES
ACROSS THE NATION

PUNJAB
Amritsar, Bathinda, Faridkot, Gian Sagar, Jalandar, Ludhiana,

RAJASTHAN
Bikaner, Ajmer, Jhalawar, Kota

TELANGANA
Adilabad, MLR, Warangal, Mahbubnagar, Nizamabad

SIKKIM
Gangtok

BIHAR
Bettiah, Darbhanga, Muzaffarpur, Pawapuri, Sasaram, Gaya, Bhagalpur

CHHATISGARH
Raipur, Bhillai, Bilaspur, Jagdalpur, Raigarh, Rajnandgaon

MADHYA PRADESH
Gwalior, Jabalpur, Sagar, Ujjain

KARNATAKA
Raichur (Navodaya), Raichur (RIMS), Chitradurga, Hubli, Gulberga, Koppal, Mysore, Ballari, Hassan

TAMIL NADU
Coimbatore, Madhurai, Salem, Thiruvarur, TrichyVellore

GUJRAT
Bhavnagar, Bhuj, Jamnagar

HARYANA
Mewat

UTTARAKHAND
Sirkot, Rishikesh, Haldwani

WEST BENGAL
Bankura, Siliguri, Murshidabad (Beharampur)

ODISHA
Rourkela, Burla, Berhampur

ASSAM
Barpeta, Jorhat, Tezpur

MANIPUR
Imphal

GOA
Panaji

J & K
Jammu
DBMCI FACE TO FACE CENTRES

Estd. 1996

LUCKNOW
Ph: 9839614461, 8787051350

KATHMANDU (NEPAL)
Ph: 0977-9849066170, 0977-9851017381

GUWAHATI
Ph: 7577888777, 7578888777

KOLKATA
Ph: 8839136996, 8910737126

BHUBANESWAR
Ph: 9937475663, 8763734663

BHOPAL
Ph: 9893149012, 9329909511

INDORE
Ph: 9893149012, 9329909511

HYDERABAD
Ph: 7702583707, 9985639938

VIJAYAWADA
Ph: 9908545979, 7032969369

CHENNAI
Ph: 9003096059, 9014208529

40 + Face to Face Centres
Across the Nation
ANOTHER PERFECT SCORE IN NEET PG 2019

DBMCI
Estd. 1996

Rank 1
DR. ASHRAF KESARANI
From DBMCI Baroda

Rank 2
DR. SRICHARAN EMBAR
From DBMCI Bangalore

Rank 3
DR. LALITH KUMMETHA
From DBMCI Hyderabad

Rank 5
DR. RAJATH GOWDA
From DBMCI Bangalore

Rank 6
DR. RASHMI UDUPI
From DBMCI Bangalore
ANOTHER PERFECT SCORE IN NEET PG 2019

Estd. 1996

DR. S. BALAJI
Rank 7
From DBMCI Chennai

DR. MONICA G
Rank 8
From DBMCI Bangalore

DR. G SREE VANDANA
Rank 10
From DBMCI Chennai

DR. BHAVISHYA SHETTY
Rank 14
From DBMCI Mangalore

DR. KRITIKA GUPTA
Rank 28
From DBMCI Lucknow
ANOTHER PERFECT SCORE IN
AIIMS MAY 2018

DR. NEHA CHOPRA
Rank 1
From DBMCI Delhi

DR. RISHABH JAIN
Rank 4
From DBMCI Delhi

DR. KSHITIJ GYANRAJ
Rank 11
From DBMCI Delhi

DR. SNIGDHA SONI
Rank 14
From DBMCI Delhi

DR. ARUSHI RAI
Rank 8
From DBMCI Delhi

Estd. 1996
ANOTHER PERFECT SCORE IN
AIIMS NOV 2018

DBMCI
Estd. 1996

DR. UMANG ARORA
Rank 1
From DBMCI Delhi

DR. AYUSH GOEL
Rank 2
From DBMCI Delhi

DR. LOKESH
Rank 3 (Cat)
From DBMCI Delhi

DR. SARVESH GOYAL
Rank 4
From DBMCI Delhi

DR. PAVAN GABRA
Rank 5
From DBMCI Delhi
ANOTHER PERFECT SCORE IN
PGI MAY 2018

DR. DIVIJ AGGARWAL
From DBMCI U.P.

Rank 2

DR. NEHA CHOPRA
From DBMCI Delhi

Rank 6

DR. ROHAN GOEL
From DBMCI Delhi

Rank 7

DR. KEDHARA GOWRI S
From DBMCI Chennai

Rank 10

DR. RISHABH JAIN
From DBMCI Delhi
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Rank 2
From DBMCI Delhi
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From DBMCI Delhi
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Dr. Sujeeth B S  
**Rank - 2**  
(AIPG - 2016)

Dr. Lokesh Agarwal  
**Rank-1** (AIIMS Nov’15)  
**Rank-1** (DNB CET Nov’15)

Dr. Vijay Kubhihal  
**Rank - 1**  
(PGI Nov-2015)

Dr. Zainab Vora  
**Rank - 1**  
(AIIMS May’15 & NIMHANS)

Dr. Shruti Mittal  
**Rank - 1**  
(DPG - 2015)

Dr. Ranjan Patel  
**Rank - 1**  
(AIPG - 2015)
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(DPG - 2010)
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**Rank - 1**  
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I am Ashraf Kesarani presently intern in BARODA MEDICAL COLLEGE... got ALL INDIA RANK-1 in NEET PG 2019...Got 1006/1200 marks...I am Extremely Thankful to the whole DBMCI Family who definitely have a contribution to the success that I have got...I am a regular student of DBMCI BARODA and I joined DBMCI During my Internship...t's like dream come true and DBMCI helped me in that...Would Ike to > Specifically THANK Dr Rajat Bhatia sir,Dr Saurabh Bhatia sir,Dr Jai Arora Sir,Dr Sanjay Saxena sir,Dr Ashwani Kumar sir and all other Faculties for helping me out...All faculties are very good.The Notes that are made during the class are just great -concise yet containing enough information...VIBE session which was for 5 days was also great helping in image based questions...The Grand CLT which was conducted by you at all India level was also very helpful as it gave me idea about where I stand Again...Thanks a lot to whole DBMCI Team...You are the Best!!5:10PM e !Type a message

Hello!
Sir I wanted to thank you for motivating us since second year to do well, and teaching us formally finally as an intern in TND batch. All three TND classes of pathology had our attention throughout and the topics made very easy to remember with the flow charts we made. I'm really grateful to you sir for giving me a way to really revise path in the weeks preceding the exam which is otherwise a huge subject!
I was able to come first in the AIIMS nov 2018 exam

A big thanks to DBMCI for helping me with my preparation for AIIMS! This result would not have been possible without the brilliant faculty at the T & D and VIBE courses that I attended here. The discussions were very conceptual and helpful. So was the VIBE discussion and the booklet provided. Thank you!
Hi! frnds...
I’m Nikhil Vojjala ….I secured AIR 1 in Mch neurosurgery and AIR 4 in DM neuromedicine in recently conducted NIMHANS exam..I would like to thank the entire DBMCI team without which this may not be achievable...especially the recently released NIMHANS handbook from the institute is highly useful .. becoz of its concised form saved a lot of time.. i would recommend the same to all my frnds before going to nimhans exam... special thanks to Ashwani Kumar sir...Rajat Jain sir..Mukesh Bhatia sir.., Jainendra arora sir.., Tamim saif sir.. for their highly informative well framed classes... once again Thanq all of u Team DBMCI..

Thanks to all the faculties of Dr Bhatia coaching institute..I was in the foundation batch and the notes were really helpful for preparation during internship as I didn't get much time...Ashwin sir's anatomy classes and Bafna sir's cardio classes were superb.. thanks to whole team of Bhatia

Hi everyone. I would like to thank DBMCI for supporting me during the crucial phase of my preparation. I was a test and discussion student, and had also joined CLTS. The tests closely mimic recent exam pattern with a lot of updates, making it one of the most updated source of new information. The CLTS does a great job of simulating the actual environment in which the exam will be conducted, giving ample practice of staring (I hope activel ) at the computer screen for 3 long hours (while you are not playing video games, but with your caree ).
I would especially like to thank Rajat Jain sir, for pushing me to appear for the PGI examination, the plan for which was made impromptu. My sincere and heartfelt thanks for your words of faith and more than conspicuous vote of confidence: it really boosted my morale-and I guess that is the most crucial "extra edge" a student needs.
So here I am, with AIIMS AIR 5 AND PGI AIR 2, and it (almost) is a dream come true.
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